Training Catalogue

Statistics & Data Science

About this catalogue
This document introduces the most popular training programs that our company is currently offering.
In the list, you will nd also all the Of cial Minitab Trainings, that we are providing since 2007 with
constant improvements and updates.

About us
We are a data science and statistics consulting company, based on the experience of senior
professionals.

About our courses
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Our courses are both theoretical and practical, because you also need some theory in order to do and
interpret things correctly. Actually, our courses are practical courses, with business needs always clearly
in mind. Our trainers are real life, long experienced, consultants that daily use the methods and tools
they teach.

Of cial Minitab Trainings
Our team is teaching Of cial Minitab Trainings since 2007.
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There is an of cial Minitab manual for each training course
Classes can be composed by a maximum of 10 participants
Every participant should have a PC with Minitab installed
Every training day will last 6 to 8 hours, depending on the class level
Trainings use example datasets based on real data, provided with the manual
Prerequisites have to be followed
Advanced trainings are suggested to be planned at least 3 months after essential ones
Training courses usually take place at client’s of ce, yet our training center is a valid alternative
Online courses are available
Courses can be either in Italian or in English
A nominal certi cate is provided after each training
No of cial exam is available. Yet we can provide non of cial pre and post exams

Speci c Minitab course arrangements can be discussed.
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The above mentioned are just the main general indications about Of cial Minitab Trainings.

Index
Of cial Minitab Training for Manufacturing
Of cial Minitab Training for Life Science
Of cial Minitab Training for Services
Investing on data: Life Science
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Investing on data: Ef cient Data Science

O cial Minitab Training

Manufacturing
• Perfect for every manufacturing eld
• Possible focus on speci c use cases
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• Based on real life use cases

Minitab Essentials
In this 2-day foundational course you will learn to minimize the time required for data analysis by using Minitab to
import data, develop sound statistical approaches to exploring data, create and interpret compelling graphs, and
export results. Analyze a variety of real world data sets to learn how to align your applications with the right statistical
tool, and interpret statistical output to reveal problems with a process or evidence of an improvement. Learn the
fundamentals of important statistical concepts, such as hypothesis testing and con dence intervals, and how to
uncover and describe relationships between variables with statistical modeling tools.

This course places a strong emphasis on making sound decisions based upon the practical application of statistical
techniques commonly found in manufacturing, engineering, and research and development endeavours.

Topics include:
Importing and Formatting Data
Bar Charts
Histograms
Boxplots
Pareto Charts
Scatterplots
Tables and Chi-Square Analysis
Measures of Location and Variation
t-Tests
Proportion Tests
Tests for Equal Variance
Power and Sample Size
Correlation
Simple Linear and Multiple Regression
One-Way ANOVA
Multi-Variable ANOVA
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Statistical Quality Analysis
Develop the necessary skills to successfully evaluate and certify manufacturing and engineering measurement
systems. Learn the basic fundamentals of statistical process control and how these important quality tools can
provide the necessary evidence to improve and control manufacturing processes. Develop the skills to know when
and where to use the various types of control charts available in Minitab for your own processes.

Learn how to utilize important capability analysis tools to evaluate your processes relative to internal and customer
speci cations. The course emphasis is placed on teaching quality tools as they relate to manufacturing processes.

Topics include:
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Gage R&R
Destructive Testing
Gage Linearity and Bias
Attribute Agreement
Variables and Attribute Control Charts
Capability Analysis for Normal, Non normal, and Attribute Data

Additional Topics in Statistical Quality Analysis
Continue to build on the fundamental concepts taught in the Manufacturing Statistical Quality Analysis course by
learning additional tools that help to improve and control your processes. Develop the necessary skills to successfully
evaluate and certify manufacturing and engineering measurement systems with multiple gages or locations on a part.
Learn how to evaluate a random sample of product from a lot to determine whether to accept or reject the entire lot.
Expand your knowledge of control charting to handle rare events and time weighted data.

Learn how to utilize important capability analysis tools to evaluate your processes relative to internal and customer
speci cations. The course emphasis is placed on teaching quality tools as they relate to manufacturing processes.

Topics include:
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Gage R&R Expanded
Orthogonal Regression
Tolerance Intervals
Acceptance Sampling
Between-Within Analysis
Control Charts including EWMA, Short-Run, CUSUM, and Rare Events

Advanced

Factorial Designs
Learn to generate a variety of full and fractional factorial designs using Minitab’s intuitive DOE interface. Real-world
applications demonstrate how the concepts of randomization, replication, and blocking form the basis for sound
experimentation practices. Develop the skills necessary to correctly analyze resulting data to e ectively and e ciently
reach experimental objectives.

Use Minitab’s customizable and powerful graphical displays to interpret and communicate experimental results to
improve products and processes, nd critical factors that impact important response variables, reduce process
variation, and expedite research and development projects.

Topics include:
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Design of Factorial Experiments
Normal E ects Plot and Pareto of E ects
Power and Sample Size
Main E ect, Interaction, and Cube Plots
Center Points
Overlaid Contour Plots
Multiple Response Optimization
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Response Surface Designs
Expand your knowledge of basic 2 level full and fractional factorial designs to those that are ideal for process
optimization. Learn how to use Minitab’s DOE interface to create response surface designs, analyze experimental
results using a model that includes quadratics, and nd optimal factor settings.

Learn how to experiment in the real world by using techniques such as sequential experimentation that balance the
discovery of critical process information while being sensitive to the resources required to obtain that information.
Learn how to nd factor settings that simultaneously optimize multiple responses.

Topics include:
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Central Composite and Box-Behnken Designs
Calculations for Steepest Ascent
Overlaid Contour Plots
Multiple Response Optimization

Advanced

DOE in Practice
Learn how to handle common DOE scenarios where modi cations to the analysis of classic factorial and response
surface designs are necessary due to the nature of the response variable or the data collection process. Develop
techniques for experimental situations often encountered in practice such as missing data and hard-to-change
factors. Understand how to account for variables (covariates) that may a ect the response but cannot be controlled in
the experiment.

Explore the opportunities to minimize costs or variability while simultaneously optimizing an important product or
process characteristic. Learn how to nd and quantify the e ect that factors have on the probability of a critical event,
such as a defect, occurring.

Topics include:
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ANCOVA
Unbalanced Designs
Split-Plot Designs
Multiple Response Optimization
Analyze Variability
Binary Logistic Regression

Advanced

Formulation and Mixture Designs
Learn the principles of designing experiments and analyzing the resulting data for processes that are comprised of the
mixing and blending of ingredients such as those commonly found in the chemical, food, and beverage industries. By
utilizing Minitab’s easy to understand interface, create experiments designed to study and uncover important process
information related to mixture processes with the minimal amount of experimental resources.

Learn how to interpret graphical and statistical output to understand a mixture’s blending properties and to choose the
appropriate mixture of ingredients needed to optimize one or more critical process characteristics.

Topics include:
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Simplex Lattice and Centroid Designs
Upper and Lower Constraints
Extreme Vertices Designs
Pseudocomponents

Advanced

Statistical Modelling
Continue to build on the fundamental statistical analysis concepts taught in the Minitab Essentials course by learning
additional statistical modeling tools that help to uncover and describe relationships between variables. Hands-on
examples illuminate how modeling tools help reveal key inputs and sources of variation in your processes.

Learn how to use statistical models to investigate how processes may behave under varying conditions. This course
provides techniques to help you better understand your processes and to focus and verify your improvement e orts.

Topics include:
Multiple and Stepwise Regression
Nonlinear Regression
Partial Least Squares
Multi-Variable ANOVA with Covariates
Nesting and Random Factors
MANOVA
Binary and Nominal Logistic Regression
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Advanced

Introduction to Reliability
Determine lifetime characteristics of a product using both graphical and quantitative analysis methods. Examine case
studies containing censored and uncensored data to learn how to correctly handle a wide variety of data structures
commonly found in reliability.

Explore the common distributions used to model failure rates and develop necessary skills in choosing these models.

Topics include:
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Parametric and Nonparametric Distribution Analysis
Estimation and Demonstration Test Plans
Growth Curves
Multiple Failure Modes
Warranty Predictions
Weibayes Analysis

Advanced Reliability
Study and describe the impact that explanatory variables have on product lifetime. Determine the e ect of factors and
covariates on product failure and the risk of failure to a population of products. Learn how to obtain reliability estimates
on highly reliable products in a reasonable amount of time and assess when those components are expected to fail.

Establish appropriate sample sizes and allocation of units to stress levels for an accelerated life test, and determine
the e ect of a stress variable on the probability of failure. A strong emphasis is placed on using appropriate probability
models to predict important lifetime characteristics of your products once in the eld.

Topics include:
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Probit Analysis
Regression with Life Data
Accelerated Life Testing and Test Plans
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Analysis of Non Normal Data
Continue to build on the fundamental concepts taught in the Manufacturing Statistical Quality Analysis course by
learning additional tools for measuring quality levels when your data are skewed, have extreme outliers, are
multimodal, or are clustered. Expand your knowledge of control charting by learning how to correctly identify special
cause variation in the presence of non normal data.

Develop the necessary skills to successfully use graphical methods and statistical tests for detecting non normal data
and choosing an appropriate distribution or transformation for the analysis. Learn about the impact of poor
measurement resolution and sample size on normality testing.

Topics include:
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Probability Plots
Tests for Normality
Capability Analysis for non normal Data
Box-Cox and Johnson transformations
Multiple Variables Capability Analysis
Tolerance Intervals
Individuals Control Charts
Multiple Failure Modes Analysis

O cial Minitab Training

Life Science
• Pharmaceuticals
• Healthcare
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• Medical Devices

Statistical Tools for Pharmaceuticals
Learn to apply Minitab tools commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry. Develop sound statistical approaches to
data analysis by understanding how to select the right tool for a given scenario and to correctly interpret the results
of the analysis. Learn how to easily import data and export output.
Understand how to apply DOE for product/process development and transfer.
You will focus on the statistical foundations and Minitab applications relevant to:
• The assessment of the Process Capability of your manufacturing process, with reference to the Critical
Process Parameters (CPPs), and demonstrating that your process is maintained between the boundaries of
the Design Space as studied and, therefore, does not signi cantly a ect the Critical Quality Attributes
(CQAs).
• The building of a robust statistical output for your Product Quality Reviews (PQRs)
• The evaluation of a random batch sample to determine the compliance with the speci cations and whether
to release, quarantine or reject it.
• The determination of DS/DP shelf life through stability data analysis

All applications place emphasis on making good business decisions based upon the practical application of
statistical techniques commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry.

Topics include:
Importing and Formatting Data
Bar Charts
Histograms
Boxplots
Scatterplots
Power and Sample Size Determination
t-Tests
Equivalence Tests
Proportion Tests
Tolerance Intervals
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Variables and Attribute Control Charts
Regression
One-Way ANOVA
Multi-Variable ANOVA
DOE
Attribute Agreement Analysis
Gage R&R
Attribute Acceptance Sampling
Capability Analysis for Normal and Non normal Data

1 to 4 days depending on covered topics

Formulation and Mixture Designs
Learn the principles of designing experiments and analyzing the resulting data for processes that are comprised of the
mixing and blending of ingredients such as those commonly found in the chemical, food, pharmaceutical and
beverage industries. By utilizing Minitab’s easy to understand interface, create experiments designed to study and
uncover important process information related to mixture processes with the minimal amount of experimental
resources.

Learn how to interpret graphical and statistical output to understand a mixture’s blending properties and to choose the
appropriate mixture of ingredients needed to optimize one or more critical process characteristics.

Topics include:
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Simplex Lattice and Centroid Designs
Upper and Lower Constraints
Extreme Vertices Designs
Pseudocomponents

Advanced

Minitab Essentials for Healthcare
In this 2-day foundational course you will learn to minimize the time required for data analysis by using Minitab to
import data, develop sound statistical approaches to exploring data, create and interpret compelling graphs, and
export results. Analyze a variety of real world data sets to learn how to align your applications with the right statistical
tool, and interpret statistical output to reveal problems with a process or evidence of an improvement. Learn the
fundamentals of important statistical concepts, such as hypothesis testing and con dence intervals, and how to
uncover and describe relationships between variables with statistical modeling tools.
This course places a strong emphasis on making sound decisions based upon the practical application of statistical
techniques commonly used in healthcare.

Topics include:
Importing and Formatting Data
Bar Charts
Histograms
Boxplots
Pareto Charts
Scatterplots
Tables and Chi-Square Analysis
Measures of Location and Variation
t-Tests
Proportion Tests
Tests for Equal Variance
Power and Sample Size
Correlation
Simple Linear and Multiple Regression
One-Way ANOVA
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Statistical Quality Analysis for Healthcare
Develop the necessary skills to successfully evaluate and certify your measurement systems. Learn the basic
fundamentals of statistical process control and how these important quality tools can provide the necessary
evidence to improve and control your processes. Develop the skills to know when and where to use the various
types of control charts available in Minitab. Learn how to utilize important capability analysis tools to evaluate your
processes relative to internal and customer speci cations.
The course emphasizes the teaching of quality tools as they pertain to the healthcare industry.

Topics include:
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Attribute Agreement for Binary, Nominal, and Ordinal Data
Kappa and Kendall’s Coe cients
Gage R&R
Variables, Attribute, and Rare Event Control Charts
Capability Analysis for Normal, Non normal, and Attribute Data

Statistical Tools for Medical Devices
Learn to apply Minitab tools commonly used in the medical devices industry. Develop sound statistical approaches
to data analysis by understanding how to select the right tool for a given scenario and correctly interpret the results.
Learn how to easily import data and export output.
Learn the foundation for important statistical concepts for determining if a process mean is o target, whether two
means are signi cantly di erent, and for demonstrating if a process change does not signi cantly a ect a critical
response. Develop the necessary skills to successfully evaluate and certify measurement systems. Understand how
to utilize important capability analysis tools to evaluate your product quality relative to internal and customer
speci cations. Learn how to evaluate a random sample of product from a lot in nal inspection to determine whether
the lot of product should be shipped. Understand how to apply DOE for improving critical to quality characteristics.
All applications place emphasis on making good business decisions based upon the practical application of
statistical techniques commonly used in the medical device industry.

Topics include:
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Importing and Formatting Data
Bar Charts
Histograms
Boxplots
Scatterplots
Power and Sample Size Determination
t-Tests
Equivalence Tests
Proportion Tests
Tolerance Intervals
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Variables and Attribute Control Charts
Regression
One-Way ANOVA
Multi-Variable ANOVA
DOE
Attribute Agreement Analysis
Gage R&R
Attribute Acceptance Sampling
Capability Analysis for Normal and Nonnormal Data

1 to 3 days depending on covered topics

O cial Minitab Training

Services
• Finance
• Insurance
• Human resources
• Company administration
• Marketing
• Telcos
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• Entertainment

Minitab Essentials for Service Analysis and Quality
In this 2-day foundational course you will learn to minimize the time required for data analysis by using Minitab to
import data, develop sound statistical approaches to exploring data, create and interpret compelling graphs, and
export results. Analyze a variety of real world data sets to learn how to align your applications with the right statistical
tool, and interpret statistical output to reveal problems with a process or evidence of an improvement. Learn the
fundamentals of important statistical concepts, such as hypothesis testing and con dence intervals, and how to
uncover and describe relationships between variables with statistical modeling tools.
This course places a strong emphasis on making sound decisions based upon the practical application of statistical
techniques commonly used in business, transactional, and services processes.

Topics include:
Importing and Formatting Data
Bar Charts
Histograms
Boxplots
Pareto Charts
Scatterplots
Tables and Chi-Square Analysis
Measures of Location and Variation
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t-Tests
Proportion Tests
Tests for Equal Variance
Power and Sample Size
Correlation
Simple Linear and Multiple Regression
One-Way ANOVA

Statistical Modelling for Service Quality
Expand your set of available statistical tools by analyzing data from real world problems experienced in service
industries. Strengthen analysis skills with tools used to explore and describe relationships between variables. Learn
to discover and describe features in data related to the e ect and impact of time, and how to forecast future process
behavior.
Utilize graphical and quantitative approaches to describe similarities and di erences between the e ects of various
factors on important quality characteristics. Learn how to nd and quantify the e ect that factors have on the
probability of a critical event occurring.

Topics include:
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Multi-Variable ANOVA
Binary Logistic Regression
Factorial Designs
Time Series Tools, including Exponential Smoothing
Trend Analysis
Decomposition
Multiple Linear Regression including Best Subsets and Stepwise Regression
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Statistical Quality Analysis for Service Quality
Develop the necessary skills to successfully evaluate and certify your measurement systems. Learn the basic
fundamentals of statistical process control and how these important quality tools can provide the necessary
evidence to improve and control your processes. Develop the skills to know when and where to use the various
types of control charts available in Minitab. Learn how to utilize important capability analysis tools to evaluate your
processes relative to internal and customer speci cations.
The course emphasizes the teaching of quality tools as they pertain to service industries.

Topics include:
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Attribute Agreement for Binary, Nominal, and Ordinal Data
Kappa and Kendall’s Coe cients
Gage R&R
Variables and Attribute Control Charts
Capability Analysis for Normal, Non normal, and Attribute Data

Investing on Data

Life Science
• Pharmaceuticals
• Healthcare
• Medical Devices

Quality By Design
The FDA imperative is outlined in its report "Pharmaceutical Quality for the 21st Century: A Risk-Based Approach." In
the past few years, the agency has implemented the concepts of QbD into its pre-market processes. The goal of
QbD is to built the quality into the nal product (DS or DP), starting from the development stage and so that the
product itself results to be safe, e cacious and a ordable to the patient. The full understanding of the product and
process by which it is manufactured, along with the associated risk management strategy, forms the roadmap to hit
the aforementioned goal.
This two days course will guide you through a full and practical understanding of QbD concepts and guidelines.

Course Agenda:
DAY 1

•
•
•
•
•

QbD approach: Background, history and drivers
Bene ts of the QbD approach
Regulatory frame: ICH guidelines series
Steps to de ne QTPP, CQAs AND CPPs
Interactive session: QTPP, CQAs AND CPPs typical points of discussion within a team

DAY 2
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Product & process design: must have” vs “nice-to-have”
Design space and control strategy de nition
QbD approach for technology transfer and scale up
QbD approach for process validation
Case studies: QbD in practice

Data Integrity
Data integrity is the maintenance of, and the assurance of the accuracy and consistency of data over its entire lifecycle and is a critical aspect to the design, implementation and usage of any system which stores, processes, or
retrieves data.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has created draft guidance on data integrity for the pharmaceutical
manufacturers required to adhere to U.S. Code of Federal Regulations 21 CFR Parts 210–212.
This training will guide you through the essentials of data culture and give every details about guidelines, tools and
best practices in order to grant integrity to your data.

Topics include:
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Data Integrity and Good Documentation
Data Integrity
Laboratory Data Integrity: Meeting FDA & EU Concerns
Data Integrity Master Class
Audit Trail Review
Audit Trail Review for Comp. Systems in Analytical Laboratories
Raw Data: Understanding, De ning and Managing
Data Integrity Quality Oversight in the GMP Regulated QC Laboratory AND Audit Trail Review Workshop
Lab Data Integrity Master Class
D.I.C.T. - Data Integrity in Clinical Trials

Biostatistics Essentials
Life Science must always deal with data and data need to be handled with care. Biostatistics provides the correct
methods to get the best from biological data. This introductory course is designed to give all the statistical basis
required to analyse biological and pharmaceutical data.
This training can be based on di erent tools, according to client’s preferences (Minitab, R language, or even other
solutions).

Topics include:
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Descriptive Statistics
Probability and population distributions
Data comparison
P value
Statistical hypothesis tests
Statistical sampling
Outliers detection
Plotting data
Data normality and non normality
Dimensional reduction
Clustering

Investing on Data

Data Science Training
• Manufacturing
• Finance
• Marketing
• Insurance
• Entertainment
• Telcos
• Pharmaceuticals
• Healthcare
• Medical Devices

Practical Data Driven Innovation
This training can actually become a training on the job or a consultancy. It is designed to provide a complete
methodology to practically and e ciently bring Data Science within your company.
You will acquire the full picture view of digital transformation, you will learn what “investing on data” actually means
and all the best practices you need to put in place such a revolutionary and strategic transformation.
This training is based on our very successful product “Ef cient Data Science”, a complete methodology that we
developed on the eld to guide our main enterprise clients in their migration to a new data driven identity.

Topics include:
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De nition of Data Science
Main rules of Data Science
How to build a Data Science team
How to lead a Data Science team
Tools and logics for data scientists
Collaboration between Data Science and ICT
How to solve roles issues
Understanding and using Arti cial Intelligence
Applied Machine Learning
The practical role of deep Learning
Deploying models in business real life
Agile project management
Data lake layer
Scienti c layer
Usability layer
Creating reports and communicating insights
Code management and GIT Flow
Coding for Data Science best practices

Curiosity
We were invited by Gartner for an introductory meeting.
When Gartner understood the full shape and perimeter of
our skills and success stories, they strongly suggested that
our expertise was turned into a product. That was the
origin of our Ef cient Data Science methodology.

